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KPW Member Advisory Committee 
APPLICATION FOR COMMITTEE MEMBER CANDIDATES 

 
Thank you for your interest in being considered as a Candidate Member for the   KPW - Member Advisory Committee (KPW-MAC), 
beginning April 1, 2023. To learn more about our prospective committee members, the Board and its Advisory Committee Chair are 
asking candidates to provide information about themselves. This will be used to evaluate candidates prior to the selection of the 
Founding Committee Members of KPW-MAC.  
 
Please provide the following items detailed in this checklist (you may attach a separate document(s) as needed): 

Name:  _________________________________ KP Street Address: ___________________________________________ 

Phone: ________________________________________Email: ______________________________________________   

⬜ State your reasons and motivations for wanting to become a KPW Member Advisory Committee member. 

 

 

 

⬜ Provide any professional and personal skills, competencies, and talents that will help you as a committee member. 

 

 

 

⬜ If applicable, provide your vision or potential projects that would be beneficial to KPW members. 

 

 

 

 

⬜ Being a committee member requires less time commitment than a full board seat might require. Please let us know that you 

would be able to commit the time and effort to fulfill the responsibilities of a committee member. (minimum 2-4 hours per month) 

 

 

⬜ Please provide us with any current board positions that you may hold.   If you have been on prior boards or committees that 

would help you as a committee member, please list them as well. 

 

 

⬜ Feel free to share any other information that would be relevant and helpful to our review of you as a prospective member. 

(PROVIDE ATTACHED STATEMENT IF NECESSARY) 

 

 

Prospective committee members should submit their completed checklist by _March 15, 2023. Founding committee appointments 

will be made by March 31, 2023. Please send it to: MAC@KPWService.net  
 
Thank you for your time and interest in supporting KPW!   Barbara Allen, KPW-MAC Chairperson 

mailto:MAC@KPWService.net

